Computer assisted proof of optimal approximability results
Uri Zwick ∗
3-SAT and a 21 +  ratio for MAX 3-CSP are both NP-hard
tasks. In [KZ97] and [Zwi98] it was shown that the validity
We obtain computer assisted proofs of several spherical volof the 78 and 12 conjectures would follow if certain inequalume inequalities that appear in the analysis of semidefinite
ities involving spherical volumes could be shown to hold.
programming based approximation algorithms for Boolean
However, no proof of these inequalities was presented. In
constraint satisfaction problems. These inequalities imply, in
[KZ97], a mostly analytic proof of one of these inequalities
particular, that the performance ratio achieved by the MAX
was given. This was sufficient to show that the performance
3-SAT approximation algorithm of Karloff and Zwick is inratio of the MAX 3-SAT algorithm on satisfiable instances
deed 87 , as conjectured by them, and that the performance
is 78 . Here we use much more sophisticated techniques to obratio of the MAX 3-CSP algorithm of the author is indeed 12 .
tain computer assisted proofs of all the inequalities required
Other results are also implied. The computer assisted proofs
to prove the 78 and 12 conjectures, and some other claims.
are obtained using a system called REALS EARCH, written
by the author. This system uses interval arithmetic to pro- We believe that the results contained in this paper are imduce rigorous proofs that certain collections of constraints in portant for the following reasons. First, they provide the
real variables have no real solution.
first rigorous proofs of the results claimed (or conjectured)
in [KZ97] and [Zwi98]. The techniques used to obtain these
proofs are not simple extensions of ideas used in [KZ97]
1 Introduction
and [Zwi98]. Although the obtained proofs are computer
Goemans and Williamson [GW95] used semidefinite pro- assisted, some nontrivial analytical arguments are needed
gramming to obtain a 0.87856-approximation algorithm for to transform the claims to be proved into claims that could
the MAX CUT problem. Karloff and Zwick [KZ97] used be verified automatically. Further complications result from
extensions of their ideas to obtain an approximation algo- the non-elementary nature of the spherical volume function.
rithm for MAX 3-SAT with a conjectured performance ra- Second, we hope that the methodology used to obtain the
tio of 78 . The author [Zwi98] used further extensions of computer assisted proofs, and the software tool developed,
these ideas to obtain an approximation algorithm for MAX the REALS EARCH system, would be useful in other situa3-CSP with a conjectured performance ratio of 12 . (An in- tions encountered in the analysis of algorithms. Although
stance of MAX 3-CSP is composed of an arbitrary collec- the inequalities considered in this paper all involve spherition of constraints each involving at most three Boolean vari- cal volumes, similar techniques could be used in other situaables. In a MAX 3-SAT instance, each constraint requires tions. Third, the ideas used in the design of REALS EARCH
the disjunction of up to three literals to evaluate to true. have some interesting theoretical consequences that may be
The goal in both cases is to find a Boolean assignment to of interest in their own right.
the variables that maximizes the number, or weight, of the
satisfied constraints.) What makes the conjectured perfor- There are by now some well known examples of computer
mance ratios for the MAX 3-SAT and MAX 3-CSP prob- assisted proofs. Perhaps the most famous example of this
lems especially interesting is that they completely match kind is the proof of the four color theorem by Appel and
inapproximability results obtained for these problems by Haken [AH77, AHK77]. (A simpler, more recent, proof
Håstad [Hås97]. Håstad’s ground breaking results follow an by Robertson et al. [RSST97] is also computer-assisted.)
equally impressive sequence of works on Probabilistically The four color problem is a discrete problem. Even more
Checkable Proofs (PCP’s) by Feige et al. [FGL+ 96], Arora relevant to our results are, the recent proof by Hales [Hal97a,
and Safra [AS98], Arora et al. [ALM+ 98], Bellare et al. Hal97b, Hal98, Hal00] of Kepler’s conjecture, his proof of
[BGS98], Raz [Raz98], and others. It follows from Håstad’s the honeycomb conjecture [Hal01], the proof by Hales and
results that, for any  > 0, obtaining a 78 +  ratio for MAX McLaughlin [HM98] of the dodecahedral conjecture, the
proof by Hass and Schlafly [HS00] of the double bubble
conjecture, and a recent proof by Gabai et al. [GMT00] of
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are continuous in nature and their computer-assisted proofs,
Abstract

like our proofs, use interval arithmetic in an essential way.
Interval arithmetic (see, e.g., Hansen [Han92]) is a rigorous
method of carrying out computations involving real numbers
with an automatic monitoring of all the numerical errors involved. The result of a computation carried out using interval arithmetic is not a single number, but rather an interval
that is guaranteed to contain the correct answer, in spite of
all the numerical errors that may occur in the computation
that is carried out using the inherently inexact floating point
arithmetic. The floating point arithmetic used should, of
course, satisfy some basic requirements. In his proof of Kepler’s conjecture, Hales [Hal98] relies, for example, on the
strict conformity of the processor that executes his ‘proof’
to the IEEE-754 floating point standard [ANS85] (see also
Goldberg [Gol91], Kahan [Kah96b],[Kah96a] and Overton
[Ove01]). Almost all the commercially available processors
do conform to the IEEE-754 standard. Our proofs rely on
even weaker assumptions. Further discussion of this point
and of interval arithmetic, floating point arithmetic and the
exact assumptions that we make is deferred to Sections 5
and 6 and to the full version of the paper. 1 The broader
question of how computer assisted proofs should be viewed
by mathematicians and by computer scientists is briefly discussed in Section 7.

2

Our results and their relation to other results

There is by now a large collection of papers, by many authors, that use semidefinite programming to obtain improved
approximation algorithms for various combinatorial optimization problems. This section explains the relation of the
results obtained here to these previously available papers.
Goemans and Williamson [GW95] were the first to use
semidefinite programming to obtain an improved approximation algorithms.
They obtained an 0.87856approximation algorithm for the MAX CUT and MAX 2SAT problems, and an 0.79607-approximation algorithm
for the MAX DI-CUT problem. Goemans and Williamson
[GW95] use purely analytical techniques to prove their results.
Feige and Goemans [FG95] presented improved approximation algorithms for the MAX 2-SAT and MAX DI-CUT
problems. They claim that the approximation ratios achieved
by these algorithms are 0.931 and 0.859, respectively. The
analysis of these algorithms turns out to be much more difficult than the analysis of the original algorithms of Goemans
and Williamson [GW95]. Some of the complications result
from the use of rotation functions. The approximation ratios of the new algorithms are the global minima of constrained non-linear minimization problems in three real variThe rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next ables. Feige and Goemans [FG95] were not able to produce
section we discuss the relation of the results reported here traditional analytical proofs that the global minima of these
to previously available results.
In Section 3 we present problems are indeed at least 0.931 and 0.859, respectively.
the spherical volume inequalities that have to be proved to They based their claims on what might be called numerical
establish the results of [KZ97] and [Zwi98]. In Section 4 evidence.
we sketch the partially computer assisted proof of the most Karloff and Zwick [KZ97] used extensions of these techdifficult of these inequalities. We show there, in particu- niques to obtain an approximation algorithm with a conjeclar, how to reduce the task of proving the inequality into tured approximation ratio of 7 . (Note the question mark in
8
the task of proving a claim that can be verified automati- the title of the paper.) Although the approximation algorithm
cally using REALS EARCH. (The reader may want to skip itself is very simple, and no rotation function is used in the
Section 4 at first reading.) In Section 5 we very briefly rounding phase, the analysis of this algorithm is much harder
sketch the simple, yet powerful, ideas on which interval than that of all the previous algorithms. The increased difarithmetic is based. In Section 6 we briefly describe the ficulty results from the fact that the approximation ratio of
REALS EARCH system. (REALS EARCH is written in C++. the algorithm is now the global minimum of a constrained
The complete source code of REALS EARCH can be down- minimization problem in six variables, and not just three as
loaded from http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/˜zwick/ before. Furthermore, the objective function of this minimizaRealSearch.html. The reader is encouraged to down- tion problem is defined in terms of the volume function of
load the code and read it carefully, as it forms part of the spherical tetrahedra, a fairly complicated, and probably nonproof.) We end in Section 7 with some concluding remarks elementary, function. Karloff and Zwick [KZ97] give nuand a general discussion of computer assisted proofs.
merical evidence that shows that the ratio of their algorithm
is 78 , but give no rigorous proof. They do give, however,
an almost complete proof of a weaker claim that the performance ratio of their algorithm is 78 on satisfiable instances.
1 We note in passing that it is not too difficult to implement the basic
floating point operations in software, using only integer arithmetic, in a way This proof is mostly analytic but does rely at one point on
that would conform to the IEEE-754 standard. (See, e.g., Hauser [Hau98].) calculations carried out in Mathematica. (See discussion of
This would remove the reliance on the hardware implementation of the this point in Section 4.)
floating point arithmetic, but would lengthen the code that would have to
be checked as part of the proof. None of the authors cited above thought Zwick [Zwi98] used further extensions of these techniques
to obtain approximation algorithms for many constraint satthat this was necessary.

isfaction problems that involving at most three variables per
constraint. Among the results obtained is a 12 -approximation
algorithm for MAX 3-CSP. The results of [Zwi98] were
again based on numerical evidence.
There is an important qualitative difference between the
results of [KZ97] and [Zwi98] and the other results. The 78
ratio for MAX 3-SAT, and the 12 ratio for MAX 3-CSP,
if they are indeed obtained, are optimal, as follows from
results of Håstad [Hås97]. It may not be too important
to know whether the approximation ratio of the MAX 2SAT algorithm of Feige and Goemans is indeed 0.931, or
perhaps, due to some numerical errors it is only 0.930. It
is very important, in our opinion, to know whether the ratio
achieved for MAX 3-SAT is indeed 78 , and not, say, 0.8749.
If the ratio achieved by the algorithm of [KZ97] is less
than 78 , then either an improved approximation algorithm
could be obtained, or a better inapproximability result could
be obtained.
Unfortunately, all attempts made so far to produce an analytical proof of the 78 conjecture failed. These attempts seem to
indicate that a complete proof of the conjecture would have
to consider a very large number of different cases, each corresponding to a different region of the constrained minimization problem. Even if such a complete proof is obtained, is
seems that the technical details of this proof would not provide any significant insight on the nature of the MAX 3-SAT
problem. Nevertheless, a proof should be obtained, if we
want to put the question of the approximability threshold of
the MAX 3-SAT problem to rest. It is very natural, therefore,
to try to prove the conjecture using automated means.

GlobSol and Numerica, at least not directly, to obtain a proof
of the 87 and 12 conjectures, due to several reasons. To begin
with, spherical volumes are not contained in the repertoire of
these systems. Even if they were, such systems, in general,
can only produce bounds on the global minimum. Thus, it
may have been possible to use such a system to show that
the approximation ratio of the MAX 3-SAT algorithm of
[KZ97] is, say, at least 0.8749, but not to show that it is 78 .
Finally, the correctness of a proof that the ratio is at least, say,
0.8749 would depend on the correctness of the system used.
GlobSol, for example, is a huge system that employs very
sophisticated (rigorous) numerical techniques. Although the
source code of GlobSol is freely available, checking it for
correctness is an extremely difficult task. Numerica, on the
other hand, is a commercial product and its source code is
not even available for inspection. Furthermore, there are
some further technical reasons why systems like GlobSol
and Numerica could not be used directly in the analysis of
MAX 3-SAT and MAX 3-CSP algorithm. Due to lack of
space, we cannot elaborate on this here.

Zwick [Zwi00] uses GlobSol to analyze, and slightly optimize, the MAX 2-SAT and MAX DI-CUT approximation
algorithms of Feige and Goemans. The claims of Feige and
Goemans are thus verified, at least if we are willing to trust
GlobSol. Note that as the approximation ratios for MAX 2SAT and MAX DI-CUT are not expected to be ‘nice’ (e.g.,
rational) numbers, we are only interested, in any case, in
bounds on them. The optimization problems to be solved
do not involve spherical volumes. And, as the determination
of the exact ratios obtained by the MAX 2-SAT and MAX
As mentioned, proving that the ratio achieved by the MAX DI-CUT algorithms is not as important as determining the
3-SAT algorithm of [KZ97] is indeed 87 , amounts to show- ratios obtained by the MAX 3-SAT and MAX 3-CSP algoing that the global minima of a complicated non-linear con- rithms of [KZ97] and [Zwi98], we may be willing to accept,
strained minimization problem in six real variables is 78 . Var- at least for the time being, the reliance of the correctness of
ious numerical techniques could be used to try to find this the analysis on the correctness of GlobSol.
global minima. (See, e.g., the optimization toolbox of Mat- So, how can we produce checkable, rigorous proofs, of
lab [Mat96].) Most of these techniques, however, are at best the 87 and 12 conjectures? We suggest here the following
guaranteed to find local minima. Also, most of them are approach. We would first employ analytical arguments to
subject to numerical errors. The term “numerical evidence” reduce the 78 and 12 conjectures into claims that certain
used above usually refers to the use of such non-rigorous collections of constraints in real variables have no feasible
techniques.
solution. Preferably, the constraints of these collections
An area of research called rigorous global optimization should not involve spherical volumes. We would then use
(see, e.g., Hansen [Han92], Horst and Pardalos [HP95]) is automated means to show that these collections of real
devoted to obtaining rigorous bounds on global minima. constraints are indeed contradictory and have no solution.
One of the main tools used to achieve this objective is To show that the obtained collection of real constraints are
interval arithmetic. There are even some general purpose contradictory, i.e., have no real solution, we develop a syssoftware packages that try to rigorously solve constrained tem called REALS EARCH. Although REALS EARCH was
non-linear minimization problems. Two of these are GlobSol written especially for this purpose, it is a fairly general sys[Kea96],[CK99] and Numerica [VMD97],[Van98]. (We tem that could hopefully be used elsewhere. The main design
note that systems like Mathematica, Matlab, Maple, do not criterion of REALS EARCH was simplicity. REALS EARCH
provide global optimization tools.)
uses, therefore, very naive techniques that are easily verified
Unfortunately, we cannot use general purpose systems like

and is very concise, only several hundred lines of C++ code.

It is, therefore, feasible to read REALS EARCH, and verify
its correctness, as part of checking the proofs of the 78 and 12
conjectures.
Using a combination of analytical means and
REALS EARCH, we produce here rigorous proofs of
the results contained in [KZ97] and [Zwi98]. There are,
however, by now, some further results whose verification is
even harder than the verification of the 87 and 12 conjectures.
The analysis of the MAX 4-SAT approximation algorithm
of Halperin and Zwick [HZ99], for example, involves a
complicated constrained non-linear minimization problem
in 10 real variables. Even more difficult would be the
rigorous analysis of the MAX NAE SAT algorithm of
Zwick [Zwi99], and the MAX SAT algorithm of Asano
and Williamson [AW00] that is based on it. Though it
should be possible, in principle, to analyze these algorithms
using the techniques and tools developed here, it would
involve a lot of work. As there is no reason to believe
that these results are best possible (indeed, it is probably
possible to improve these results, at least slightly, using the
RPR2 rounding technique introduced recently by Feige and
Langberg [FL01]), it is not clear that this would be worth
the effort at this stage.

3

Spherical volume inequalities

For the definition of spherical volumes, and for an explanation as to why they appear in the analysis of
semidefinite programming based approximation algorithms,
see [KZ97],[Zwi98]. In all the following inequalities we assume that (λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 ) is a valid sequence
of dihedral angles, so that Vol(λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 )
is well defined.
In all the following inequalities, equality holds at ( π2 , π2 , π2 , π2 , π2 , π2 ), and for Inequality 3.2 also at (π, π, π, π, π, π), but at no other
2
point. (Note that Vol( π2 , π2 , π2 , π2 , π2 , π2 ) = π8 , and that
2
Vol(π, π, π, π, π, π) = π .)

I NEQUALITY 3.1.

Vol(λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 ) ≤

π2
8

whenever
cos λ01 + cos λ23 + cos λ03 + cos λ12 ≥ 0
cos λ01 + cos λ23 + cos λ02 + cos λ13 ≥ 0
cos λ02 + cos λ13 + cos λ03 + cos λ12 ≥ 0

I NEQUALITY 3.2.
Vol(λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 )

7π 2
π2
+
· cos λ01 + cos λ23 + cos λ03 + cos λ12 ≤
32
8
whenever
cos λ01 + cos λ23 + cos λ03 + cos λ12 ≤ 0
cos λ03 + cos λ12 − cos λ02 − cos λ13 ≤ 0
cos λ01 + cos λ23 − cos λ02 − cos λ13 ≤ 0

I NEQUALITY 3.3.
Vol(λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 )

π
π2
+ · cos λ01 + cos λ02 + cos λ03 ≥
2
8
whenever
cos λ01 − cos λ23 + cos λ02 − cos λ13 ≥ 0
cos λ01 − cos λ23 + cos λ03 − cos λ12 ≥ 0
cos λ02 − cos λ13 + cos λ03 − cos λ12 ≥ 0

I NEQUALITY 3.4.
π
Vol(λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 ) − (λ01 + λ02 + λ03 )
6
π
5π 2
− (λ12 + λ13 + λ23 ) ≥ −
3
8
whenever
cos λ01 − cos λ23 = cos λ02 − cos λ13
= cos λ03 − cos λ12 ≤ 0
Inequality 3.1, on its own, implies that the performance
ratio of the MAX 3-SAT algorithm of [KZ97] on satisfiable
instances of the problem is 78 . Inequalities 3.1 and 3.2
together imply that the performance ratio of this algorithm
for all instances is 78 . (As mentioned in [Zwi99], the MAX
3-SAT algorithm of [KZ97] is in fact a MAX NAE-4-SAT
algorithm, and inequalities 3.1 and 3.2 imply that it achieves
a performance ratio of 78 on all instances of that problem.)
Inequality 3.3 implies that the performance ratio of the MAX
3-CSP algorithm of [Zwi98] is 12 . Finally, Inequality 3.4
corresponds to the most difficult case in the proof that
a second MAX 3-CSP approximation algorithm given in
[Zwi98] achieves a performance ratio of 58 on satisfiable
instances of the problem. The other inequalities required
would appear in the full version of the paper.
All attempts made so far to prove these inequalities using
purely analytic tools failed. The difficulties encountered
would be explained in the full version of the paper. We
resort, therefore, as discussed in the previous section, to a
combination of analytic and computer assisted means.

4

We also have:

Proof of Inequality 3.2

We outline here the proof of Inequality 3.2. The proofs of the
other volume inequalities are similar in nature.2 The proof
uses a combination of analytic and automated means.
Inequality 3.2 is equivalent to a constrained minimization problem having four constraints. The function to
2
be minimized is F (λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 ) = π8 −
2
Vol(λ01 , λ02 , λ12 ,λ03 , λ13 , λ23 )− 7π
32 · cos λ01 +cos λ23 +
cos λ03 + cos λ12 . Three of the constraints are linear inequality constraints in cosines of the dihedral angles. The
fourth is the requirement that (λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 )
be a valid sequence of dihedral angles. Boundary cases are
obtained, therefore, when one, or more, of the inequality
constraints are tight, or when (λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 )
is on the boundary of the region of valid dihedral angles. In
the latter case, we say that (λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 ) is a
degenerate sequence of dihedral angles. (This corresponds
to the case in which the vectors v0 , v1 , v2 , v3 of the semidefinite programming relaxation are linearly dependent.) This
includes, in particular, cases in which λij = 0, or λij = π,
for some 0 ≤ i < j ≤ 3.
Our proof relies, among other things, on the following simple
bounds on the spherical volume function. A proof of the
lemma would appear in the full version of the paper.
L EMMA 4.1. For every valid sequence of dihedral angles
we have:
π
(λ01 + λ02 + λ13 + λ23 − 2π)
2
≤ Vol(λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 )
π
(λ01 + λ02 + λ03 − π) .
≤
2
Relying on Lemma 4.1 it is not difficult to prove, analytically, the following two lemmas. The detailed proofs would
again appear in the full version of the paper.
L EMMA 4.2. Inequality
λ01 , λ12 , λ03 , λ23 ≥ π −

3.2

holds

when

16
7π .

L EMMA 4.3. Inequality
3.2
holds
when
(λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 ) is a degenerate sequence.
2 The proof of Inequality 3.1 is somewhat simpler.
It is
sketched in the extended version of [KZ97] available from
http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/∼zwick/papers/max3satextended.ps.gz. Almost all cases there could be handled analytically,
but computer assistance is still needed at one point. In fact, it is possible
to object to the proof given in [KZ97] as it relies, at that point, on a
computation carried out in Mathematica. Mathematica computations (see
[Wol99]), even if carried out using a large working precision, are not
guaranteed to be correct. An alternative proof of Inequality 3.1 that relies
on REALS EARCH, which is guaranteed to be correct, would appear in the
full version of this paper.

L EMMA 4.4. Inequality 3.2 holds when the first inequality
constraint is tight.
This follows by noticing that when the first inequality constraint is tight, Inequality 3.2 becomes a special case of Inequality 3.1, which is already assumed to hold. (A complete
proof of Inequality 3.1 would also appear in the full version
of the paper.)
To finish the proof, it is enough to show that Inequality 3.2
holds at all local minima of the function F (λ01 , λ02 , λ12 ,
λ03 , λ13 , λ23 ) (defined above) that are not degenerate,
and at which the first inequality constraint is not tight.
(We may also assume that the conditions of Lemmas 4.2
and 4.3 are not satisfied.) Using the Fritz-John necessary
conditions (see, e.g., Bertsekas [Ber99]), we get that if
(λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 ) is such a point, then there exist
u0 , u1 , u2 ≥ 0, not all zero, such that:




2
θ01 − 7π
0
16 sin λ01




θ02


 − sin λ02 




2
 θ12 − 7π sin λ12 
 sin λ12 
16




u0 
 + u1  sin λ 
7π 2
03 
 θ03 − 16 sin λ03 







 − sin λ13 
θ13
2
0
θ23 − 7π
16 sin λ23


 
sin λ01
0
 − sin λ02 
 0 


 


 0 
0



+ u2 
= 

 0  ,
0


 
 − sin λ13 
 0 
sin λ23
0
and such that
u1 (cos λ03 + cos λ12 − cos λ02 − cos λ13 ) = 0 ,
u2 (cos λ01 + cos λ23 − cos λ02 − cos λ13 ) = 0 .
In other words, u1 > 0 if and only if the second inequality constraint is tight, and u2 > 0 if and only if the
third inequality constraint is tight. The vector multiplied
by u0 in the equation above is (twice) the gradient of the
function F (λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 ). The partial derivatives of Vol(λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 ) are computed using
Schläfli’s formula (see [Sch58],[KZ97]). The vectors multiplied by u1 and u2 are the gradients of the second and third
inequality constraints. Note that each θij is a rather complicated function of all the λij ’s (see, e.g., [KZ97]). Although
these expressions are complicated, they do not involve spherical volumes, so some progress was made.
As (λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 ) is not degenerate, we get
that sin λij 6= 0, for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ 3. As not all the ui ’s

can be 0, it is easy to check that we must have u0 > 0. By may occur when some of the λij ’s are 0. The statement
normalizing, we may assume that u0 = 1. It is also easy to of the lemma should be interpreted as follows: there is no
check that u1 > 0 or u2 > 0, or both.
(λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 ) for which all the expressions
There are three separate cases now: (i) u1 > 0 and u2 = 0; appearing in the lemma are well defined, and for which all
(ii) u1 = 0 and u2 > 0; and (iii) u1 > 0 and u2 > 0. In the specified constraints are satisfied.
case (i), the second inequality constraint is tight, in (ii), the
third in tight, and in (iii) both are tight. Cases (i) and (ii) are
analogous. We deal here with case (i). Case (iii) is similar
and would be dealt with in the full version.
To finish the proof in case (i) it is enough to show that Inequality 3.2 holds at all the solutions of Fritz-John equations
given above. Using the simple bounds on the volume given
in Lemma 4.1, it is not difficult to check that this would follow from the following lemma:
L EMMA 4.5. The following set of constraints has no real
solution:
θ23
7π 2
θ02
θ13
θ01
=
=
,
=
,
sin λ01
sin λ23
16
sin λ02
sin λ13
θ12
θ13
θ03
θ13
7π 2
+
=
+
=
,
sin λ12
sin λ13
sin λ03
sin λ13
16
2
+ 7π
32

π
2 (λ01

+ λ02 + λ03 − π)

· cos λ01 + cos λ12 + cos λ23 + cos λ03 ≥
π
2 (λ01

+ λ12 + λ13 − π)

+ 7π
·
cos
λ
+
cos
λ
≥
01
12 + cos λ23 + cos λ03
32
2

2

+ 7π
32



π
2 (λ02

+ λ12 + λ23 − π)

· cos λ01 + cos λ12 + cos λ23 + cos λ03 ≥
λ01 ≤ π −

16
7π

or λ12 ≤ π −

16
7π

or

λ03 ≤ π −

16
7π

or λ23 ≤ π −

16
7π

,

1
 − cos λ01

 − cos λ02
− cos λ12

− cos λ01
1
− cos λ03
− cos λ13

− cos λ02
− cos λ03
1
− cos λ23

An important point to note here is that is that the spherical
volume function does not appear explicitly in the constraints
of Lemma 4.5. Still the collection of constraints is quite
complicated, and it does not seem to be an easy task to show
that it has no solution. We are, however, able to obtain a computer assisted proof of Lemma 4.5 using REALS EARCH.
This completes the handling of case (i). Case (ii), as we
said, is almost identical. Case (iii) is dealt with in a similar
manner. The details would again appear in the full version
of the paper. The completes the (sketch) of the proof of Inequality 3.2.
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π2
8

,

π2
8

,

π2
8

,


− cos λ12
− cos λ13 
0,
− cos λ23 
1

cos λ01 + cos λ23 + cos λ03 + cos λ12 ≤ 0 ,
cos λ03 + cos λ12 − cos λ02 − cos λ13 = 0 ,
cos λ01 + cos λ23 − cos λ02 − cos λ13 ≤ 0 ,
0 ≤ λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 ≤ π .
Some explanations are in order. First, note that in the above
conditions, the θij ’s are functions of the λij ’s (see [KZ97]),
and not independent variables. Second, note that some of
the expressions appearing in the statement of the lemma are
not defined for certain values of the λij ’s. For example, θij
may not be defined if (λ01 , λ02 , λ12 , λ03 , λ13 , λ23 ) is not a
valid sequence of dihedral angles. Similarly, division by 0

Interval arithmetic

How can an automated system like REALS EARCH produce
a rigorous mathematical proof of Lemma 4.5? The most
important technique that makes this possible is interval
arithmetic, a technique that we briefly explain here. For
a more thorough treatment of interval arithmetic see, e.g.,
Hansen [Han92].
Almost all computers use floating point numbers to approximate real numbers. Not all real numbers are exactly representable as floating point numbers. Furthermore, even if x
and y are exactly representable, their
√ sum x+y, for example,
not to mention expressions like x or sin y, may not be exactly representable as a floating point number. Thus even the
most basic operations on floating point numbers inevitably
introduce numerical errors.
The simple solution prescribed by interval arithmetic to this
predicament is to approximate each real number not by one
floating point number, but rather by two of them. A real
number x is approximated by an interval [x0 , x1 ], where
x0 ≤ x ≤ x1 , and where x0 and x1 are exactly representable
as floating point numbers. If x is exactly representable
itself, we may take x0 = x1 = x. All operations are now
performed on intervals, not on single numbers. The addition
of two intervals is defined as follows:
[x0 , x1 ] + [y0 , y1 ] = [x0 + y0 , x1 + y1 ] ,
where x0 + y0 is an exactly representable number that satisfies x0 + y0 ≤ x0 + y0 , and x1 + y1 is an exactly representable number that satisfies x1 + y1 ≥ x1 +y1 . If possible,
we would let x0 + y0 be the largest floating point number
satisfying x0 + y0 ≤ x0 + y0 , but this is not a firm require-

ment. Similarly, we let

especially for the current paper, we hope that it would find
further uses. It is based, of course, on interval arithmetic
[x0 , x1 ] · [y0 , y1 ] =
and it contains, therefore, an implementation of an interval

min{x0 · y0 , x0 · y1 , x1 · y0 , x1 · y1 } ,
class. Many implementations of interval classes are already
available. Nevertheless, we felt it necessary to implement
max{x0 · y0 , x0 · y1 , x1 · y0 , x1 · y1 } ] .
our own class. The main objectives in the design of our
Subtraction and division of intervals can be defined in a class were transparency, we wanted to make it as easy as
similar manner. (Division by an interval that contains 0 is possible to verify the correctness of the implementation, and
either not allowed, causing the computation to abort, or it portability, we wanted the class, and REALS EARCH, to
returns the interval [−∞, +∞].)
compile and work correctly on almost any combination of
In a similar way we can also define interval extensions of the C++ compiler and machine architecture. We also wanted
elementary functions such as sqrt, sin, cos, arccos, etc. If f to make as few assumptions as possible on the underlying
is a real function, then f ([x0 , x1 ]) = {f (x) | x0 ≤ x ≤ x1 }. floating point arithmetic of the processor used.
An interval function F is said to be an interval extension REALS EARCH is a very general, yet very naive, tool. It is
of f if and only if for every interval [x0 , x1 ] in the domain designed to try to rigorously verify claims like:
of f we have f ([x0 , x1 ]) ⊆ F ([x0 , x1 ]). More details on
No (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ), where ai ≤ xi ≤ bi , for
how interval arithmetic can actually be implemented can be
1 ≤ i ≤ n, satisfies all the following conditions:
found, e.g., in [Han92]. It is explained there, in particular,
how numbers like x0 + y0 and x1 + y1 can be correctly
f1 (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) ≥ 0 ,
produced using standard floating point arithmetic, and how
f
(x
,
x
,
.
.
.
, xn ) ≥ 0 or f3 (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) ≥ 0
2
1
2
rigorous interval extensions of functions like arccos can be
···
obtained.
The fundamental property of interval arithmetic is that a
The functions f1 (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ), f2 (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) and
result obtained by evaluating a real expression using interval
f (x , x , . . . , xn ) here are, say, elementary functions dearithmetic is guaranteed to be correct, in the sense that 3 1 2
fined using the basic arithmetic operations, the trigonometthe interval obtained as a result is guaranteed to contain
ric and inverse trigonometric functions, etc. REALS EARCH
the correct result, even if it is not an exactly representable
tries to verify such claims but it is not guaranteed to sucreal number. The result obtained by such as evaluation is
ceed, even if the claim is true. (Indeed, the task of verifying
not always sharp, however, as the interval returned may be
such claims may not be recursively enumerable.) There are,
quite wide. This is the major drawback of using interval
however, some cases in which REALS EARCH is guaranteed
arithmetic. For more on the subject, see Hansen [Han92].
to succeed. And, proofs produced by REALS EARCH are alThe use interval arithmetic is especially convenient when ways correct.
using an object oriented programming language like C++
REALS EARCH works in the following way. It lets X1 =
(see Stroustrup [Str97]) that supports operator overload[a1 , b1 ], X2 = [a2 , b2 ], . . . , Xn = [an , bn ]. (For siming.
Consider, for example, a C++ expression like
plicity, we assumed here that the ai ’s and bi ’s are exactly
(x+y)/sin(x)+x*cos(y). If x and y are of type
representable. If not, they are replaced by ai and bi , for
double, then the expression is computed using double pre1 ≤ i ≤ n.) It then evaluates Yj = Fj (X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn ),
cision floating point arithmetic. If, however, x and y are
for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, where Fj is the interval extension of fj
variables of the class interval that is used to represent
obtained by evaluating the expression defining fj using inintervals, and if the operators +, * and /, and the functions
terval arithmetic. If Y1 < 0, i.e., if Y1 contains only negative
sin and cos are overloaded to perform interval extensions
numbers, or if Y2 < 0 and Y3 < 0, etc., the claim is verified!
of these operations, then the same expression is evaluated usOf
course, this very naive attempt to verify the claim would
ing interval arithmetic. If, for example, x holds the interval
usually
fail. If it does, REALS EARCH uses the divide and
[1, 2], and y holds the interval [0, 1], we obtain, using a small
conquer
technique. It chooses an index i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
number of inexact floating point operations, rigorous lower
e.g.,
the
one
for which bi − ai is maximized, and breaks Xi
and upper bounds on the global minimum and global maxiinto
two
smaller
intervals Xi0 = [ai , (ai + bi )/2] and Xi00 =
mum of the function (x + y)/ sin x + x cos y in the rectangle
[(ai + bi )/2, bi ]. Note that the two intervals may slightly
[1, 2] × [0, 1].
overlap, but they always cover the original interval Xi . It
then tries to verify recursively the two corresponding sub6 REALS EARCH
claims. This process may eventually terminate, thereby
REALS EARCH is designed to try to rigorously verify claims succeeding in verifying the original claim, or may run for
like the one appearing in Lemma 4.5. Though it was written ever. (REALS EARCH is instructed, of course, to give up

after a certain amount of time, or at a certain depth of the
recursion.)
We did not specify exactly, up till now, the exact form of
the claims that REALS EARCH can try to verify. This is
because REALS EARCH may try to verify any claim that
can be expressed in C++! More specifically, the ‘input’
to REALS EARCH is composed of: (i) n – the number of
variables; (ii) The bounds ai and bi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n; (iii)
a C++ procedure, written by the user of REALS EARCH,
that accepts a vector of n intervals and returns ‘true’ if and
only if the procedure succeeded in automatically verifying
the sub-claim corresponding to the intervals passed to it as
arguments. Usually, the user’s procedure just tries to verify
the sub-claim naively using interval arithmetic, but the user
is free to use more sophisticated means. The correctness of
the proof produced depends, of course, on the correctness of
the procedure supplied by the user.
REALS EARCH, therefore, is quite a simple system. It
supplies the user with a rigorous implementation of interval
arithmetic, and it handles the divide and conquer process for
her. All the rest is up to the user. This simplicity makes
REALS EARCH a very flexible tool. A complete description
of REALS EARCH would appear in the full version of the
paper.
One technical point that should be explained, to give the
reader a full understanding of how REALS EARCH should
be rigorously used, is the following. The computation
of an interval extension of an expression may sometime
involve ill-behaved operations like dividing by an interval
that contains 0, or taking a root of an interval of negative
numbers. It is the user’s responsibility to deal correctly
with such situations. One correct way of dealing with
a situation like this is to abandon the evaluation of the
expression in which the situation occurred and to assume
that the constraint in which this expression appears may be
satisfied by a point in the considered box. In some cases, less
drastic actions may also be justified.
As can be seen, REALS EARCH is very naive. Yet, it is extremely powerful. REALS EARCH, with an appropriate user
supplied procedure, verifies the correctness of Lemma 4.5 in
less than a minute, checking about 500,000 sub-claims in the
process. The relation of REALS EARCH to existing rigorous
global optimization tools such as GlobSol [Kea96],[CK99]
and Numerica [VMD97],[Van98] would be discussed in the
full version of this paper.
7

Concluding remarks

We obtained computer assisted proofs of the 78 and 12 conjectures of [KZ97] and [Zwi98]. The proofs were obtained with
the help of REALS EARCH, a simple, yet powerful, tool.
REALS EARCH was deliberately kept as simple as possible,

to make it easier to verify its correctness. The source code
of REALS EARCH, and of the specific procedures used to
verify Lemma 4.5 and the other required lemmas, should
be considered as part of our proofs. (They are all available from http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/˜zwick/
RealSearch.html. We encourage the reader to read and
execute them.)
But, are these really proofs? A typical computer assisted
proof, like ours, is essentially composed of two steps. The
first step says something like: “Here is program P. If program P, when executed by an abstract computer, outputs
YES, then the theorem is true, because . . . ”. The second step
says something like: “I ran program P and it said YES!”, or
more specifically: “I compiled program P using compiler A,
under operating system B, and ran it on processor C, again
under operating system B. It said YES!”.
The first step is a conventional mathematical proof. It simply
argues that a certain program has certain properties. Such
arguments are common in computer science. Anyone who
objects to this step of the proof should find a flaw, or a gap,
in the arguments made.
The second step is more problematic. It is certainly not a
proof in the conventional mathematical sense of the word.
Many things can go wrong here. Program P may not have
been compiled correctly by compiler A. Or, due to some bug
in operating system B, the program did not run as intended.
Or, processor C may suffer from a design flaw that causes an
incorrect execution of the program, or perhaps the specific
processor used has a short-circuit somewhere, and so on.
It is possible to reduce the likelihood of such problems by
compiling the program using several different compilers,
and running it on different processors. But, while we
may eventually be able to produce mathematical correctness
proofs for compilers, operating systems, and the hardware
design of the processors, it seems that we would never be
able to produce a mathematical proof that no hardware fault
occurred during a specific computation.
What we can do, is instruct the computer executing program P to print a trace of the execution. This trace is a
mathematical proof, though perhaps a not so inspiring one.
Like any mathematical proof it should be checked carefully
to make sure that it is correct. In many cases, however, this
is not humanly possible.3 The main problem with computer
assisted proofs, therefore, is that they are usually too long.
They are also, in most cases, less insightful than conventional proofs. (A separate discussion, that we cannot enter
here, can focus on whether computer assisted proofs are less,
or more, trustworthy than conventional proofs.)
3 We note in passing that PCPs may come to the rescue here, though,
in principle, the same problems remain, and the use of randomness in the
verification of proofs is in itself a deviation from the traditional notion of a
proof.

Nevertheless, we feel that the use of the word ‘proof’, as
made in this paper, is justified. We use it as a shorthand for
‘computer assisted proof’ which is taken to include all the
qualifications made above.
Next, a note on floating point arithmetic. While most people
have grown accustomed to the assumption that computers
perform integer arithmetic correctly, some still find it hard to
accept that they perform floating point arithmetic correctly,
i.e., as specified by the IEEE-754 standard. The implementation of floating point arithmetic is indeed harder than the implementation of integer arithmetic, but it is not much harder,
so there is no essential difference between the assumption
that the integer arithmetic of a computer is correct and that
its floating point arithmetic is correct.
We predict that sophisticated versions of REALS EARCHlike tools would be in general use in the not so distant future,
and that using them would be viewed in much the same way
as we now view the use of calculators.
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and (iii) a 52-bit significant (also known as mantissa). The
significant has an implicit leading 1 bit, unless the number is
denormalized (see the references above for an explanation).
The smallest positive number that can be represented in this
format is 2−1074 ' 4.941 × 10−324 , the smallest normalized
number is 2−1022 ' 2.225 × 10−308 , and the largest finite
number representable is (2 − 2−52 )21023 ' 1.798 × 10308 .
There are also special bit patterns that represent +0, −0,
+∞ (plus infinity), −∞ (minus infinity), and NaN (not a
number). (Note that, for some good reasons, +0 and −0 are
different entities, though they behave identically in almost
all operation.)
The most important feature of the standard from our point
of view are the following rounding modes that it mandates:
(i) Round to nearest (default); (ii) Round towards +∞; (iii)
Round towards −∞; (iv) Round towards 0. According to the
standard, the result of each addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and square root operation on floating point arguments should be equal to the result obtained by computing
the exact mathematical result of the operation, even if it is
not representable as a floating point number, and rounding
it to the nearest floating point number in the appropriate direction. In the first rounding mode, if the exact result falls
exactly between two floating point numbers, then the one
with a 0 least significant bit is chosen.
In other words, the standard specifies that the result of each
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and square
root operation should be correctly rounded. A numerical
error is introduced only if the exact result is not representable
as a floating point number. Furthermore, the user is allowed
to choose the rounding mode used, and he/she may change
it before each operation. The standard does not say anything
regarding the evaluation of elementary functions like sin,
cos, arcsin, arccos, exp, log, etc.
The standard also specifies the meaning of operations involving ±∞ and NaN’s. Thus, for example, (+∞) + (+∞) =
(+∞), (+∞) · (+∞) = (+∞), but (+∞) − (+∞) = NaN.
A Floating-point arithmetic and the IEEE standard
Also, (±0)/(±0) = NaN, but 1/(+0) = +∞, 1/(−0) =
−∞. All these definitions follow the usual mathematical
We shortly sketch here the features of the IEEE-754 stanconventions. Every numerical operation involving a NaN redard of floating point arithmetic that are most important for
turns a NaN.
our purposes. A complete description of the standard appears in [ANS85]. For further explanations of the standard, Implementing correctly rounded floating point arithmetic, as
and the rational behind some of its features, see Goldberg prescribed by the standard, is not a difficult task. For more
[Gol91], Kahan [Kah96b],[Kah96a]), and the book of Over- details, see the references given above.
ton [Ove01]. As mentioned, most commercially available The floating point standard provides an ideal setting for
processors conform to the standard, the most notable excep- the implementation of interval arithmetic. There are, howtion is the CRAY processor.
ever, two main obstacles to be overcome. The first is that
The standard specifies several different floating point for- most programming languages do not provide commands for
mats. The most common one, and the one we use, is the 64- changing rounding modes. The second is that the standard is
bit format. This format is used by most C and C++ compil- silent regarding functions like sin, cos and arccos. The ways
ers for variables of type double. Each 64-bit floating point in which these obstacles are overcome would be described in
number is composed of: (i) a sign bit; (ii) an 11-bit exponent; the full version of the paper.
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